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Introduction
Landform analysis has an integral and often
understated role in coastal engineering.

A hierarchy of sediment cells and landforms
provides a basis for:
(i) identification of strategic monitoring efforts;
(ii) refined modelling; and
(iii) improved interpretation of model outcomes
for coastal management.

A hierarchical approach provides the capacity to
simultaneously consider change at a variety of
scales and provide focus on processes
characteristic to each scale.

Examples are from Western Australia.

Relevance for this approach
is due to diverging techniques
for describing coastal change
since the 1980s

This talk provides an introduction to
using landforms and sediment cells in
coastal engineering and management.

(Gozzard B)
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Sediment Cells
Applied internationally since 1966 using multiple approaches,
including hierarchies.
Our definition: Sediment cells are spatially discrete areas of the coast
within which marine and terrestrial landforms are likely to be
connected through processes of sediment exchange, often described
using sediment budgets. They include areas of sediment supply
(sources), sediment loss (sinks), and the sediment transport
processes linking them (pathways). Sediment transport pathways
include both alongshore and cross-shore processes, and therefore
cells are best represented in two-dimensions.
Factors to consider locally in Western Australia:
-Leakiness: Cells are not always self-contained units
-Boundary reversibility and migration
-Rivers and sand feeds as boundaries
-Rock and engineered structures
-Inheritance
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Landform connectivity
Landform analysis at range of scales provides indication of
landform unit connectivity and active processes.
Erosion is only one part of sediment exchange. Transfer
between landforms is important, with the Bruun Ratio
providing an example of exchange.
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Landform connections on Nambung coast in Western Australia.
Based on Cmap software by French & Burningham (2009).
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How cells are mapped to represent landform relationships
Method overview
1) Identify points at the beachface (rock
structure, geomorphic feature, change in
aspect, engineered structure/channel).
2) Identify offshore and onshore
boundaries.
3) Map alongshore boundaries that
connect onshore and offshore boundaries
through the beachface point.
Each alongshore boundary has a marine
and a terrestrial section.
4) Process is iterative and is checked
between cell scales.
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Monitoring – Define extent of the problem
Cells and landform dynamics support the
identification of where and how coastal change may
occur.
Coastal change at all scales is essentially related to
conservation of sediment (mass-balance) within a
defined space, the larger spaces potentially providing
context for the smaller (i.e. zero-sum).
A fundamental use of sediment cells is therefore one
of context, to identify an area that should be
considered together, e.g. focal monitoring techniques
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Using cells and landforms to select monitoring techniques
Cells and landforms can be used to develop costefficient monitoring programs.
Within a cell, the landforms can be used to identify
the appropriate monitoring technique and the
optimal spatial variance of sampling to suit the
outcomes. For example, rotating beach ridge plains
require planform measurements and for dunes
with high cross-shore exchange beach profiles may
be more appropriate. One technique is not
necessarily required everywhere.
Monitoring program depends on: 1) the type of
measurement you need for the required
monitoring level, 2) what you want to measure, 3)
anticipate timescale of response by the landform
and 4) the required spatial and temporally density.

Example monitoring plan
An example monitoring plan for 8 tertiary
sediment cells is shown below for two bays.
Combinations of techniques are used, such as
oblique aerials with more frequent beach widths.
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Landforms also indicate what techniques should be
avoided. For example, if a vertical response is
anticipated, vertical aerial imagery should be
avoided. If anticipated change is horizontal,
consider beach width instead of beach profiles.
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Model selection
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Many assessments only use a few
elements. Reality includes a cascade of
processes with identification limited
by perception of time and space scales.
Landforms demonstrate what
processes are most active to be
included in the models.
Example: Comet Bay
• Is transport at the reef line (current
driven), across the bay (wave
driven), along the shore (wave
driven) and at the ocean entrance
(tide driven) incorporated?
• Is the seasonality of sediment
accumulation and release/bypassing
at Roberts Point included?

(Stul et al. 2015)

Refine Modelling
Sediment cells and landform analysis may refine modelling by:
• Ensuring an appropriate model is selected which
represents the key processes at the scale of interest (e.g.
if a tidal shoal exists near an inlet, have you
incorporated tidal hydrodynamics in the model?)
• Checking the intermediary phases of the modelling (e.g.
is a zero-sum assumption over the domain reasonable?).
• Providing a factual basis for validation.
Note: Landform information may not be used for both model
process selection and validation as it provides a circular
argument. Using the same (or dependent) information twice
only checks the numerical performance of the model and
provides no check that the model represents correct processes.
Cell Level

Traditional Model Validation
Performance of individual model

Evidence Based Verification
Compare physical response for each of the

Secondary elements evaluated (e.g. tide, surge, wind identified processes (e.g. cross-shore, rotation,
response)

alongshore, supply loss)

Running models

Model validation

Landforms and mapped cell hierarchy
can be used to check model
performance.

Conceptual representation of evidence-based
validation using other information (such as
long-term change identified from aerial
photography). Example factors to check:
• Is the magnitude of response modelled
equivalent to historic response? How well
were individual responses matched?
• Would landforms exist in the long-term if
the coastal assessment were true?
• Barrier presence = degree of stability
• Depositional fans = relative instability

Example checks:
• Is the zero-sum assumption
appropriate (eg bypassing, local losses)?
• Is the model representing local losses
appropriately?
• If model output were upscaled or
downscaled, would any response be
misrepresented due to the way
connectivity between landforms is
modelled?

Spurious model results may be used to filter
false representations.

Changing scale for management decision-making
Need to work between scales by moving both up and
down.
A few examples of factors to consider:
1. Rock or other structural controls (and leakiness);
2. Rivers or sand feeds;
3. Shelf and basin interaction; and
4. Feature feedback and importance of the scale of
observation.
The cell hierarchy can provide a framework for aggregating and
disaggregating datasets with scale, with landforms at all scales
available to verify assessment scale transfers.

After: McLean (2000)

Cells provide a basis for holistic evaluation of erosion management (1)

C)

B

(Stul et al. 2014)

If an observed issue is prevalent within a cell or
adjacent cells it can guide the type of
management solutions available, and therefore
suggest the form of technical advice most likely
to be useful.
A) Balance of erosion and accretion within a cell;
B) Erosion is affecting the majority of a cell;
C) Erosion and accretion occur differently
between cells. It is possible that the stress can
be more evenly distributed, including artificial
interventions such as bypassing; and
D) Erosion or accretion is prevalent across
multiple cells, the issue is likely to be dominant
in the long term.

Cells provide a basis for holistic evaluation of erosion management (2)
Cells and landforms can be used to communicate
how much sand there is on the coast and the
location for appropriate management actions.
Natural transport processes should be used in
preference to mechanical systems, where possible.
For example:
- If renourishment is placed updrift within a cell,
it will generally transport along the coast;
- If you need to create a source to extract sand
for use elsewhere, knowledge of cells and
landforms can be used to encourage deposition
at the desired point of extraction; and
- There are generally less adverse impacts using
groynes towards the downdrift ends of cells.

Selecting erosion management techniques requires
consideration of the relative sand mass balance to
avoid unnecessary costs and transferring problems
downdrift.
Cells and landforms can be used to project future
changes in coastal management.

(CZM, Damara WA et al. 2012 – Cockburn Sound)
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Paper series
This paper focuses on Engineering time-scales.
Two additional papers in the series will be
presented at the Estuarine and Coastal
Sciences Association Conference in Perth in
September for different time-scales and
therefore different focuses within the
geomorphic framework.

1) Applying a sediment cell hierarchy to
decadal-scale coastal evolution
2) Application of geomorphic frameworks to
sea-level rise impact assessment

Thank you.
See you in Sydney!
Have you visited our booth?
Do you have a clip-on koala?

